POWERPLAN GCP Cloud Security Assessment
Safeguard the cloud with GCP and SADA
Review and improve the security posture of your Google Cloud environment with SADA to support future
growth, maintain operational excellence, and ensure your future success. With POWERPLAN Cloud Security
Assessment, a dedicated SADA team, including a Senior Cloud Security Engineer and a Project Manager, will
evaluate your current configurations and platform controls, provide detailed recommendations, and present
best practices to reduce risk and confront common threats. With SADA, you’ll get the most out of GCP’s robust
security features.
What to expect

10-point review

POWERPLAN Cloud Security Assessment
consists of four milestones over a 5-week
engagement:

We assess your security strategy in the following
domains:

Milestone 1: Kickoff
You’ll be introduced to the team, and
we’ll identify project scope and resource
requirements.
Milestone 2: 10-point review
A 10-point assessment of your current security
strategy will be performed.
Milestone 3: Activity logs threat hunting
Your audit logs will be reviewed to identify
threats and risks.
Milestone 4: Assessment overview and
report delivery
You’ll receive final readout of the deliverable
report.

01 / Identity and access management
02 / Secrets management and data security
03 / Organization policy strategy
04 / DevSecOps pipeline
05 / VPC service controls and private Google
access with DNS for isolations
06 / Logging and monitoring strategy (SIEM
for SOC, CSCC integration)
07 / Asset threat management
08 / GCE and VM security
09 / GKE and container security
10 / Incident response
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Key deliverables
/ Recommendations report
Detailed list of findings and recommendations
to implement for improvement

/ Executive summary
Top priority findings and key areas for
improvement with an overall capabilities
scoring

/ Threat hunting review
Activity logs analysis to identify threats and
security risks

“SADA’s ability to go from zero to 60 in terms of understanding the problem we were
trying to solve, to look at the architecture we were going from, and to propose an
architecture that we should go to, were the main reasons why we chose to work with
SADA.”
Bill Hippenmeyer
Chief Operating Officer | Gloo

Partner with the best
At SADA, we climb every mountain, clear every hurdle, and turn the improbable into
possible – over and over again. Simply put, we propel your organization forward.
It’s not enough to migrate to the cloud, it’s what you do once you’re there. Accelerating
application development. Advancing productivity and collaboration. Using your data
as a competitive edge. When it comes to Google Cloud, we’re not an add-on, we’re a
must-have, driving the business performance of our clients with its power.
Beyond our expertise and experience, what sets us apart is our people. It’s the spirit
that carried us from scrappy origins as one of the Google Cloud launch partners to an
award-winning global partner year after year. With a client list that spans healthcare,
media and entertainment, retail, manufacturing, public sector and digital natives – we
simply get the job done, every step of the way.

A few of
our clients
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